
Applications of a Web Query LanguageGustavo O. ArocenaUniversity of Torontogus@db.toronto.edu Alberto O. MendelzonUniversity of Torontomendel@db.toronto.eduGeorge A. MihailaUniversity of Torontogeorgem@db.toronto.eduAugust 12, 1997AbstractIn this paper we report on our experience using WebSQL, a high level declarativequery language for extracting information from the Web. WebSQL takes advantageof multiple index servers without requiring users to know about them, and integratesfull-text with topology-based queries.The WebSQL query engine is a library of Java classes, and WebSQL queries canbe embedded into Java programs much in the same way as SQL queries are embeddedin C programs. This allows us to access the Web from Java at a much higher level ofabstraction than bare HTTP requests.We illustrate the use of WebSQL for application development by describing twoapplications we are experimenting with: Web site maintenance and specialized indexconstruction. We also sketch several other possible applications.Using the library, we have also implemented a client-server architecture that allowsus to perform interactive intelligent searches on the Web from an applet running on abrowser.1 IntroductionDeveloping database applications has been made dramatically easier, faster, and more reli-able by the use of declarative data languages such as SQL. We conjecture a similar payo�will come from using declarative high-level languages to access information on the WorldWide Web. We have designed and built a prototype of such a language, called WebSQL[Mih96, MMM96], and in this paper we illustrate the use of WebSQL for application devel-opment by describing in some detail two applications, Web site maintenance and specializedindex construction, and sketching several others.What sort of applications do we have in mind? Consider for example the WebGlimpsesystem developed at the University of Arizona [MSG97]. WebGlimpse combines searching1



and browsing by allowing a user to request at any time a full-text search, not on the wholeWeb through some large index server, but on the neighborhood of a given page that hasbeen reached by browsing. For example, if I am looking for Canadian price lists for IBMThinkpads, I can navigate to the IBM Canada home page by going directly to www.ibm.comand following a couple of links, and then ask for all pages that contain keywords such as\price" and are reachable from this home page by a short path, say no more than threelinks in length. 1 Using WebSQL would facilitate building an application like WebGlimpsebecause a highly exible speci�cation of what is a \neighborhood" can be encapsulated in adeclarative WebSQL query, and the details of index access for full-text search hidden underthe covers.To recapitulate, we see a Web query language not primarily as an end-user tool (althoughwe have built interfaces that support interactive WebSQL queries), but as an aid in appli-cation development, to be used in conjunction with a programming language, just as SQLis used to build database applications by embedding it in a programming language.The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 we present an intuitiveintroduction to WebSQL and the data model behind it (for a complete description of thelanguage, including a formal speci�cation of its semantics, refer to [Mih96]), in Section 3 wegive examples of applications using embedded WebSQL, in Section 4 we sketch the currentimplementation of the query engine and of the several available user interfaces, in Section 5we explain how to use the WebSQL library for application development and in Section 6 wepresent our conclusions.2 A Relational View of the WWWWebSQL proposes to model the web as a relational database composed of two (virtual)relations: Document and Anchor (see Figure 1). The Document relation has one tuple foreach document in the web and the Anchor relation has one tuple for each anchor in eachdocument in the web. This relational abstraction of the web allows us to use a query languagesimilar to SQL to pose the queries.If Document and Anchor were actual relations, we could use SQL to write queries. Forexample, the next SQL query would give us all the pairs of URLs of documents with thesame title:Query 1:SELECT d1.url, d2.urlFROM Document d1, Document d2WHERE d1.title = d2.titleAND NOT (d1.url = d2.url)But we cannot e�ectively compute queries like the previous one. Since the Document andAnchor relations are completely virtual and there is no way to enumerate all the documents1Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any such price list in the vicinity of the IBM Canada homepage. 2



Figure 1: The Web According to WebSQLin the web, we cannot operate on them as we would do with relations in a conventionalrelational database. For this reason, instead of operating directly on the virtual relations,WebSQL operates on materialized portions of them. A portion of the Document relation ismaterializable if we can somehow enumerate the URLs of all the documents it contains, anda portion of the Anchor relation is materializable if we can enumerate the URLs of the doc-uments that contain the anchors in that portion. Once the materialized portions have beende�ned, we can manipulate them as traditional relations. For example, the next WebSQLquery, which is a slight variant of the previous one, can be e�ectively computed:Query 2:SELECT d1.url, d2.urlFROM Document d1 SUCH THAT d1 MENTIONS "something interesting",Document d2 SUCH THAT d2 MENTIONS "something interesting"WHERE d.title = d2.title AND NOT (d1.url = d2.url)The only di�erence between the above two queries is the addition of the \SUCH THAT... MENTIONS ..." construct to the de�nition of each variable. This construct allows us tode�ne a materialized portion of the web that contains all the documents that mention somekeyword in their text. The implementation of MENTIONS consists of a query to one of theglobal index servers (AltaVista, Excite, HotBot, etc.).3 Intelligent searchAs we explained in the introduction, queries to index servers are one of the two ways inwhich people search for information in the web. The other is manual navigation. WebSQLalso helps automate the navigation process. For example, the query:3



Regexp Meaning�>�>=> Path of length three composed of two local followed by one global link(�>j=>) Path of length one, either local or global�>* Local paths of any length=> �> * One global link followed by any number of local links= j#>j�> Local path of length zero or oneTable 1: Examples of Path Regular ExpressionQuery 3:SELECT d.url, d.titleFROM Document d SUCH THAT "http://www.somewhere.com" -> dretrieves the title and the URL of all documents that are pointed to from the documentwhose URL is \http://www.somewhere.com" and that reside in the same server as this one.The arrow between the URL and the variable speci�es the path that must be followed inorder to �nd the desired documents (in this case, a path of length one within the sameserver). Had we used `=>' instead of `�>', we would have speci�ed a path of length one butwhere the destination document is in a di�erent server than the document of origin. We call`�>' and `=>' local and global link types, respectively.Another example of path speci�cation is `�>=>', which speci�es paths of length two,composed of a local link followed by a global link. In general, link types can be combined infull regular expressions, yielding what we call Path Regular Expressions. The alphabet forthese regular expressions is f �>, =>, #>, = g. We have not yet mentioned the symbols`#>' and `=', which represent an internal link within the same document and a path oflength zero, respectively. Table 1 gives more examples.Using path regular expressions we can specify interesting search patterns. For example,the next query searches for pages related to databases in the web site of the Department ofComputer Science of the University of Toronto:Query 4:SELECT d.urlFROM Document d SUCH THAT "http://www.cs.toronto.edu" ->* d,WHERE d.text CONTAINS "database" OR d.title CONTAINS "database"We can also combine queries to index servers with navigational queries. In the followingquery, we search for job opportunities for software engineers.Query 5:SELECT d1.url, d1.title, d2.url. d2.titleFROM Document d1 SUCH THAT d1 MENTIONS "employment job opportunities",4



Document d2 SUCH THAT d1 =|->|->-> d2WHERE d2.text CONTAINS "software engineer"We �rst query an index server to �nd pages that mention the keywords \employment jobopportunities" and then, from each of these pages, we follow the local paths of length zero,one or two to �nd pages that contain the keywords \software engineer." In the previousqueries we only used the Document relation. The information in anchors can also be usefulfor specifying searches. For example, suppose we want to �nd the pages describing the pub-lications of some research group. If we know the URL of the home page of this group andwe assume that the anchors pointing to the pages describing the publications contain theword \papers" in their label, we could write the query:Query 6:SELECT a1.href, d2.titleFROM Document d1 SUCH THAT "http://www.university.edu/~group" ->* d1,Anchor a1 SUCH THAT base = d1,Document d2 SUCH THAT a1.href -> d2,WHERE a1.label CONTAINS "papers"With this query we explore the pages in the web site in search for pages containing an-chors with the word \papers" in their label. Once we �nd them, we add a tuple to theanswer containing the URL and the title of the document pointed to from this anchor. Thenext query illustrates a di�erent search strategy for the same problem: instead of looking atthe text in the anchors, we look at the URL they refer to and add to the answer the URLand the title of those documents that contain anchors pointing to compressed Postscript �les.Query 7:SELECT d1.url, d1.titleFROM Document d1 SUCH THAT "http://www.university.edu/~group" ->* d1,Anchor a1 SUCH THAT base = d1WHERE filename(a1.href) CONTAINS "ps.gz" OR filename(a1.href) CONTAINS "ps.Z"Observe that the path regular expression `�> *' in Query 6 matches paths whose lengthis one unit shorter than those matched by the same expression in Query 7.3.1 User-de�ned link typesThe alphabet of path regular expressions can be extended in order to introduce predicatesthat test for properties of links other than locality to a server or to a document. Thisallows us to express richer conditions on paths. We refer to this facility as user-de�ned linktypes. Suppose we want to know which documents of a set of documents mention the word\Canada" in their titles. If these documents are arranged in a list such that the label of thelink from a document to the next is the string \Next," we can de�ne a link type as follows:5



DEFINE LINK [next]AS label CONTAINS "Next";A link will match the link type [next] only if its label contains the word \Next." Oncewe have de�ned the link type, we can use it in a path regular expression as we did with theprede�ned link types. The query that looks for the information we want is:Query 8:SELECT d.urlFROM Document d SUCH THAT "http://x.y.z/TheStartingPage.html" [next]* d,WHERE d.title CONTAINS "Canada"3.2 Using the context of anchorsIn many cases, the text surrounding an anchor can be a valuable source of information fordeducing the meaning of the relation represented by the link. In order to be able to refer tothis text, WebSQL provides the context attribute, whose meaning is speci�ed by the user.For example, if the document pointed to from "http://x.y.z/songs.html" contains anchorspointing to audio �les in wav format, and the text surrounding each of these anchors gives adescription of the content of the corresponding audio �le, then the following query searchesfor songs interpreted by The Beatles:Query 9:DEFINE CONTEXT BEGIN = <HR>, END = <P>;SELECT a.hrefFROM Anchor a SUCH THAT base = "http://x.y.z/songs.html"WHERE file(a.href) CONTAINS ".wav" AND a.context CONTAINS "beatles"The DEFINE CONTEXT declaration speci�es that the context associated to each anchoris the piece of text between the �rst hHRi tag that precedes it and the �rst hPi tag thatfollows it. This piece of text can be referred to in the query using the context attribute forvariables ranging over the Anchor relation.The general rule de�ning the meaning of the context attribute is that, for each anchor, thedocument source is scanned backward (resp. forward) until the target speci�ed in BEGIN(resp. END) is found. The value of context is the text (excluding markup) between the twopoints thus de�ned. In addition to HTML tags, relative o�sets (in number of tags) can beused to de�ne the endpoints.4 Other applicationsAs explained in the Introduction, WebSQL was not only meant for being used interactivelybut also, and mainly, for developing applications and tools that could bene�t from accessing6



the Web at a high level of abstraction. Both the interactive and the embedded uses of thelanguage involve searches, but of di�erent kinds. In interactive searches, as we saw above,we are likely to exploit the language capabilities to query index servers, test conditions ondi�erent parts of the documents, and to use path regular expressions to explore neighbor-hoods of certain documents. On the other hand, the searches we are likely to do when usingembedded queries exploit the three elementary tasks that can be automated by using Web-SQL: a) given a URL, retrieve the corresponding document from the web; b) iterate over allthe anchors in a document that has been retrieved and c) specify a collection of documentsby means of a path regular expression.Below we show examples of the kind of things that can be done by combining these threebasic operations. All these examples have to do with tasks that are likely to be routinelydone when maintaining a web site.4.1 Finding Broken LinksThe following query �nds the \broken links" in a page:Query 10:SELECT a.hrefFROM Anchor a SUCH THAT base = "http://x.y.z/ThePageToTest.html"WHERE protocol(a.href) = "http" AND doc(a.href) = nullThis query scans all the http anchors in a page and returns the value of the HREF �eldfor those that point to unexistent documents (when a URL is valid, the function doc returnsthe tuple describing the document; otherwise it returns null). With a slightly di�erent query,we can �nd all the broken links in pages that can be reached by recursively following linksfrom the starting URL:Query 11:SELECT d.url, a.hrefFROM Document d SUCH THAT "http://x.y.z/TheStartingPage.html" ->* d,Anchor a SUCH THAT base = dWHERE protocol(a.href) = "http" AND doc(a.href) = nullThis query gives us a list of pairs of URLs such that the second one is a broken linkin the page pointed to by the �rst one. Observe that we have only added to the previousquery a component to the FROM clause for iterating over all the local documents that canbe reached from the starting one, and we have added to the result a �eld that identi�es thedocument where the broken link occurs.4.2 De�ning the content of a full-text indexMany researchers or research groups publish web pages that give access to their on-linepublications. These pages typically contain, for each available publication, a piece of text7



describing it and the URL of the corresponding Postscript �le. Thus, we can regard eachsource of on-line publications as a set of pairs (url, text), and we can build a full-text indexbased on the descriptive text. Naturally, we want to use a WebSQL query to obtain the setof pairs for each source. We show how to do this below.One of the authors (Mendelzon) describes his on-line publications in a web page withentries of the form:<A HREF="ftp://ftp.db.toronto.edu/pub/papers/cascon95-web-hyplus.ps.Z">Masum Hasan, Dimitra Vista, Alberto Mendelzon,<B>Visual Web Surfing with Hy+,</B>in<EM>Proc. CASCON'95, Toronto, November 1995. </EM></A>As we can see, all the descriptive data for a paper is in the label of the hyperlink thatpoints to the corresponding Postscript �le. This organization allows us to use the followingsimple query to retrieve the pairs (url, text) describing Mendelzon's publications:Query 12:SELECT a.href, a.labelFROM Anchor a SUCH THAT base = "http://www.cs.utoronto.ca/~mendel/papers.html"On the other hand, researchers from the University of Pennsylvania working on databaseprogramming languages use a fairly di�erent style of description. An index page provides,for each paper, its title and a hyperlink labeled \See here for the abstract", and each ab-stract page provides the title, authors, publication and abstract of the paper, along with ahyperlink labeled \See here for the paper", which points to the corresponding Postscript �le.Thus, we can use Query 13 to build the set of pairs (url, text) for this source.Query 13:DEFINE LINK [here] AS label CONTAINS "here";SELECT e.url, d.textFROM Document d SUCH THAT "www.cis.upenn.edu/~db/langs/allpapers.html" [here] d,Document e SUCH THAT d [here] eWhen the descriptive text for the papers of a source is not completely contained in hy-perlink labels or in separate documents, but is a piece of text that surrounds each hyperlink,we can use the context attribute to extract it. For example, the Computer Science Depart-ment of Tel-Aviv University provides a web page describing the available on-line publicationswhich is organized as an HTML list with entries of the form:<LI> S. Abiteboul, S. Cluet, T. Milo,<A HREF="http://www.math.tau.ac.il/~milo/sigmod95.ps">A Database Interface for Files Update8



</A>.<i> Proc. ACM SIGMOD Int. Conf. on Management of Data 1995 </i>San Jose, May 1995.The label of the hyperlink contains only the title of the document, and the other detailsabout the paper surround the hyperlink. Since each of these entries is an element in a list, wecan characterize the context of each hyperlink as the piece of text between two consecutiveLI tags, and we can retrieve the set of pairs (url, text) for the Tel-Aviv source with the query:Query 14:DEFINE CONTEXT BEGIN = <LI>, END = <LI>;SELECT e.href, e.contextFROM Anchor eSUCH THAT base = "http://www.math.tau.ac.il/~milo/dept/papers.html"WHERE e.url CONTAINS ".ps.Z"4.3 Finding References from Documents in Other ServersSuppose that we have a page with some links to pages in other sites and we want to know ifour site is referenced from those pages or from the pages referenced by them. The followingquery would do it:Query 15:SELECT d.urlFROM Document d SUCH THAT "http://x.y.z/TheStartingPage.html" => d,Document d1 SUCH THAT d =>|->=> d1,Anchor a SUCH THAT base = d1WHERE server(a.href) = "our.server"4.4 Mining LinksMost tools for searching and indexing the Web only exploit the text in a page, ignoringanother rich source of information: the links between pages. Ellen Spertus argues [Spe97]that the information in links can be exploited in several useful ways.For instance, using just syntactic information, one can classify hypertext links within asite as upward in the �le hierarchy, downward or crosswise and links to other sites as outward.One can then use this classi�cation in the de�nition of several heuristics for inferring thetopic of a page based on the topic of a starting page and the link between the starting pageand this page. For example, Spertus formulates the following heuristic:Heuristic 1 (Yahoo Closure). Starting at a Yahoo page, following downward orcrosswise links leads to another Yahoo page whose topic is a specialization of the originalpage's topic. 9



This heuristic can be expressed in WebSQL in a straightforward manner, by de�ningappropriate link types:Query 16:DEFINE LINK [downward] ASserver(href) = server(base) AND path(href) CONTAINS path(base);DEFINE LINK [crosswise] AS server(href) = server(base)AND NOT (path(href) CONTAINS path(base) OR path(base) CONTAINS path(href));SELECT x.urlFROM Document xSUCH THAT "http://www.yahoo.com" ([downward] | [crosswise])* xIt is worth mentioning that, although a page might be reachable through several paths,the query engine avoids revisiting it. Also, the graph traversal algorithm guarantees simplepaths, thus avoiding cycles.Among the applications envisioned by Spertus to demonstrate the value of topic inferencewe can mention: �nding moved pages, �nding similar pages, avoiding irrelevant pages, �ndingpages with a given topic or type, �nding persons and �nding social chains. For each of theseapplications, the author proposes a search heuristic that makes use of link information. Webelieve that the development of these tools can be substantially simpli�ed by using WebSQLas the underlying Web search mechanism.5 ImplementationThis section presents the current implementation of the WebSQL compiler, query engine,and user interfaces.Both the WebSQL compiler and query engine are implemented as a set of Java [SM]classes, which form the WebSQL class library. The library can be used from any Javaprogram.The WebSQL system architecture is depicted in Figure 2.The Compiler and Virtual Machine. The WebSQL compiler parses the query andtranslates it into a nested loop program in a custom-designed object language. The objectprogram is executed by an interpreter that implements a stack machine. Its stack is hetero-geneous, that is, it is able to store any type of object, from integers and strings to wholevectors of Document and Anchor tuples. The evaluation of the range speci�ed in the FROMclause is done via specially designed operation codes whose results are vectors of Documentor Anchor tuples.The Query Engine. Whenever the interpreter encounters an operation code corre-sponding to a range specifying condition, the query engine is invoked to perform the actualevaluation. Depending on the type of condition, this involves either sending a request toindex servers or a depth-�rst traversal of a sub-part of the document network.10
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Traversal andFigure 2: The Architecture of the WebSQL SystemWe have developed three di�erent interfaces for interactive use. The simplest interface isan HTML form connected to a CGI script. The user can either �ll in the form to assemblea query or type a complete WebSQL query directly. When the Submit button is pressed,the query is sent to the CGI script that invokes a stand-alone Java application running onour server. This application parses the query, and if no errors are found, hands it over tothe query execution engine, which produces the result as a list of tuples that gets formattedinto an HTML table and is shipped back to the user. This interface, although slow and withlimited user interaction, has the advantage that it can be used from any browser.For Java-aware browsers (such as Netscape 3.0), we have developed a much more user-controllable front-end in the form of a Java applet. Figure 3 shows a snapshot of this appletrunning in a Netscape browser. Among the features of this applet we can mention:� several query templates for typical tasks are provided; a complete query is obtained by�lling in parameters such as a URL or a keyword;� the result tuples are computed (and showed in a separate frame) incrementally, eitherone by one or in groups of �ve;� the execution can be interrupted at any time;� if the query result contains URLs, one can click on them and the corresponding docu-ment is shown in a separate browser window;Due to security restrictions in accessing remote servers, an applet cannot compute the re-sults of a query directly. Therefore, we designed this applet using the client-server paradigm;we have split the application into two separate processes: the applet itself, responsible forthe user interaction, and a server process (running on our local Web server) that does theactual processing. The applet communicates with the server through a custom designedprotocol that gives the user total control over the query execution.11



Figure 3: The WebSQL AppletFinally, we have yet another interface, this time a stand-alone Java application that, onceinstalled on the user's machine, runs locally and provides similar functionality as the applet.Also, we are making available (in compiled form) the entire library of Java classes neededto develop applications on top of our system, together with Java source �les for some sampleapplications using WebSQL. This library can be thought of as an application programminginterface (API) to the WebSQL engine. Our declared intention is to provide a tool forprogrammatic access to the Web which can be used in the same way as embedded SQL isused for querying conventional databases.All these interfaces, together with the complete syntax speci�cation of the language anda comprehensive collection of examples are publicly available from the WebSQL home page[AM].6 Using the WebSQL Class LibraryThe WebSQL class library has been designed in such a way as to allow programmers toeasily embed WebSQL queries in their applications. In this section we will explain, usingan example, how to execute a query from within a Java program and how to retrieve the12



answer tuples.The code in Figure 4 de�nes a Java class called Example which executes a hard-codedWebSQL query and then prints the answer tuples.In order to execute a WebSQL query, an instance of the WebSQLServer class is createdwith the statement:eng = new WebSQLServer(query, mon, 0);where query is a string variable containing the actual query, mon is an instance ofDefStatusMonitor (used for tracing the query execution) and the third parameter is themaximum number of HTTP requests that can be made during the execution of the query(zero means unlimited number).The elements() method of class WebSQLServer returns an instance of the familiar in-terface Enumeration, which provides access to the tuples of the answer through an iterationmechanism similar to the cursors used to access tuples from relational tables. Each invoca-tion of nextElement() triggers the computation of a new tuple, which is represented as aVector object. Documents are retrieved from the Web on demand, when they are neededto compute the value of the next tuple.7 ConclusionsWe have overviewed the main features of WebSQL, a declarative language for querying theWorld Wide Web introduced in [Mih96] and [MMM96] and we have illustrated some practicalapplications of the language. Thus, we have shown how WebSQL can be used to automateroutine Web site maintenance procedures, such as �nding broken links in a collection ofdocuments, �nding references in documents in other servers to local pages, and de�ning thescope of a full-text index.We described our prototype Java-based implementation of a WebSQL query executionengine together with several user interfaces and the embeddedWebSQL application program-ming environment. Although fully accessible from the Web, our complex user interfaces arenot meant to replace simple keyword-based search engines. Just as SQL is by and large notused by end users, but by programmers who build applications, we see WebSQL as a toolfor helping build Web-based applications more quickly and reliably.In our data model the text of an HTML document is a monolithic object, and thereforeits analysis and interpretation is limited to simple text matching techniques. This is due tothe fact that HTML is designed for presentation, not for describing semantic content, whichmakes information extraction from arbitrary documents di�cult. We are currently workingon extensions of the language that will make use of the document structure when it is known.There is also a great deal of scope for query optimization. We do not currently attemptto be selective in the index servers that are used for each query, or to propagate conditionsfrom the WHERE to the FROM clause to avoid fetching irrelevant documents. It wouldalso be interesting to investigate a distributed architecture in which subqueries are sent toremote servers to be executed there, avoiding unnecessary data movement.13



import java.util.*;import WebSQL.*;public class Example{public static void main(String args[]) {WebSQLServer eng = null;DefStatusMonitor mon = new DefStatusMonitor();String query = "select x.url, x.title "+"from document x such that x mentions \"Java\";";try{System.err.println("Initializing WebSQL server ...");eng = new WebSQLServer(query, mon, 0);}catch(Exception e){System.err.println("Couldn't create server.");}// Print the tuples in the resultfor (Enumeration e = eng.elements(); e.hasMoreElements(); ) {// Retrieve the next tupleVector tuple = (Vector) e.nextElement();//Dump it to standard outputfor (int i = 0; i < eng.tupleSize; i++)// Print the i-th component of the tupleSystem.out.print(tuple.elementAt(i) + " ");System.out.println();}}} Figure 4: A simple embedded WebSQL Java application14
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